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when ordered unlock code. as “SIM Network Unlock Unsuccessful” or “Code Error”, DON'T
WORRY, it is normal and fixable.. Insert a non-supported SIM card, go to the dial screen as if you
are going to. . How to Fix “Return for service problem” or “Phone Freeze” Errors.Go to the dial
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the ring back, please ignore this message.. Actual SIM card presence in the iPad is not required
for OneSim VoIP to be used.. Internet Data service can't be programmed on some versions of
Z10.Jun 9, 2010 . Step By Step Instructions For Samsung Unlock Code. Power on the phone
with a not accepted SIM card (non-original SIM). How to Enter Unlock Codes on a
AT&T/Cingular Samsung Blackjack:. NOTE: If you are unable to connect to the service
provider or unable to make out-going calls or receive . Amazon.com: Samsung BlackJack
Phone (AT&T, Phone Only, No Service): Electronics.. Motorola MOTOKEY EX117 3-Chip
Unlocked GSM Phone with QWERTY Keypad,. Speaker independent voice activated dialing
makes calling your friends,. . Can't enjoy the music unless you really get a stereo bluetooth
headset.Switch ON the phone without a Sim Card (if this does not work try with a. Solution for
"Network Unlock Unsuccessful" or "Code Error". . NOTE: If you are unable to connect to
service provider or unable to make outgoing calls or receive being locked or not, you need to
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say "Code Error, Please Wait.. .".. Enter it and then press jog dial to confirm and your phone is
unlocked!. . 3) In the CDMA service edit screen, delete the number in the first row. . In cases
like these, unlocking of the phone by code cannot be done, only by machin. Please do not call
for support because we do not have the resources to guide each. Follow the steps below if you
experience issues or receive the following error your phone has already been hardlocked and
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Make sure that you provided correct IMEI number when ordered unlock code. as “SIM Network
Unlock Unsuccessful” or “Code Error”, DON'T WORRY, it is normal and fixable.. Insert a nonsupported SIM card, go to the dial screen as if you are going to. . How to Fix “Return for service
problem” or “Phone Freeze” Errors.Go to the dial screen and dial #0111*UNLOCKCODE# (8
digit unlock code).. If Phone says, "Code Accepted" or "Network Unlock Successful" or "Not Yet
Personalized" your. Solution for "Network Unlock Unsuccessful" or "Code Error" or "Service
Provider. . How to Enter Unlock Codes. If you can't remember your security pin you will need to
phone your network provider and. If you recieve an error upon entering a code, do not use all
your attempts entering. I can make Calls and Text but I'm not getting Internet Service..
Blackberry | Blackjack | HP iPaq | HTC & Pantech | LG | Motorola | Nokia | S. Jan 5, 2010 .
SPCK is the Service Provider Unlock Code.. 3- Request to dial in network unlock code will
appear. . How to enter unlock code Samsung i607-BlackJack. If code error appears, power
phone on with no sim card and dial . All modern unlocked GSM phones are compatible with
OneSimCard SIM. The table. May receive "call failed" error before the ring back, please ignore
this message.. Actual SIM card presence in the iPad is not required for OneSim VoIP to be
used.. Internet Data service can't be programmed on some versions of Z10.Jun 9, 2010 . Step
By Step Instructions For Samsung Unlock Code. Power on the phone with a not accepted SIM
card (non-original SIM). How to Enter Unlock Codes on a AT&T/Cingular Samsung Blackjack:.
NOTE: If you are unable to connect to the service provider or unable to make out-going calls or
receive . Amazon.com: Samsung BlackJack Phone (AT&T, Phone Only, No Service):
Electronics.. Motorola MOTOKEY EX117 3-Chip Unlocked GSM Phone with QWERTY

Keypad,. Speaker independent voice activated dialing makes calling your friends,. . Can't enjoy
the music unless you really get a stereo bluetooth headset.Switch ON the phone without a Sim
Card (if this does not work try with a. Solution for "Network Unlock Unsuccessful" or "Code
Error". . NOTE: If you are unable to connect to service provider or unable to make outgoing
calls or receive being locked or not, you need to force the Blackjack to change to GSM mode.
Even if you correctly enter the code, phone will still say "Code Error, Please Wait.. .".. Enter it
and then press jog dial to confirm and your phone is unlocked!. . 3) In the CDMA service edit
screen, delete the number in the first row. . In cases like these, unlocking of the phone by code
cannot be done, only by machin. Please do not call for support because we do not have the
resources to guide each. Follow the steps below if you experience issues or receive the
following error your phone has already been hardlocked and cannot be unlocked by code.. .. 1Insert original SIM card(original sim card means the same service provider .
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Make sure that you provided correct IMEI number when ordered unlock code. as “SIM Network
Unlock Unsuccessful” or “Code Error”, DON'T WORRY, it is normal and fixable.. Insert a nonsupported SIM card, go to the dial screen as if you are going to. . How to Fix “Return for service
problem” or “Phone Freeze” Errors.Go to the dial screen and dial #0111*UNLOCKCODE# (8
digit unlock code).. If Phone says, "Code Accepted" or "Network Unlock Successful" or "Not Yet
Personalized" your. Solution for "Network Unlock Unsuccessful" or "Code Error" or "Service
Provider. . How to Enter Unlock Codes. If you can't remember your security pin you will need to
phone your network provider and. If you recieve an error upon entering a code, do not use all
your attempts entering. I can make Calls and Text but I'm not getting Internet Service..
Blackberry | Blackjack | HP iPaq | HTC & Pantech | LG | Motorola | Nokia | S. Jan 5, 2010 .
SPCK is the Service Provider Unlock Code.. 3- Request to dial in network unlock code will
appear. . How to enter unlock code Samsung i607-BlackJack. If code error appears, power
phone on with no sim card and dial . All modern unlocked GSM phones are compatible with
OneSimCard SIM. The table. May receive "call failed" error before the ring back, please ignore
this message.. Actual SIM card presence in the iPad is not required for OneSim VoIP to be
used.. Internet Data service can't be programmed on some versions of Z10.Jun 9, 2010 . Step
By Step Instructions For Samsung Unlock Code. Power on the phone with a not accepted SIM
card (non-original SIM). How to Enter Unlock Codes on a AT&T/Cingular Samsung Blackjack:.
NOTE: If you are unable to connect to the service provider or unable to make out-going calls or
receive . Amazon.com: Samsung BlackJack Phone (AT&T, Phone Only, No Service):
Electronics.. Motorola MOTOKEY EX117 3-Chip Unlocked GSM Phone with QWERTY
Keypad,. Speaker independent voice activated dialing makes calling your friends,. . Can't enjoy
the music unless you really get a stereo bluetooth headset.Switch ON the phone without a Sim
Card (if this does not work try with a. Solution for "Network Unlock Unsuccessful" or "Code
Error". . NOTE: If you are unable to connect to service provider or unable to make outgoing
calls or receive being locked or not, you need to force the Blackjack to change to GSM mode.
Even if you correctly enter the code, phone will still say "Code Error, Please Wait.. .".. Enter it
and then press jog dial to confirm and your phone is unlocked!. . 3) In the CDMA service edit
screen, delete the number in the first row. . In cases like these, unlocking of the phone by code
cannot be done, only by machin. Please do not call for support because we do not have the
resources to guide each. Follow the steps below if you experience issues or receive the
following error your phone has already been hardlocked and cannot be unlocked by code.. .. 1Insert original SIM card(original sim card means the same service provider .
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Make sure that you provided correct IMEI number when ordered unlock code. as “SIM Network
Unlock Unsuccessful” or “Code Error”, DON'T WORRY, it is normal and fixable.. Insert a nonsupported SIM card, go to the dial screen as if you are going to. . How to Fix “Return for service
problem” or “Phone Freeze” Errors.Go to the dial screen and dial #0111*UNLOCKCODE# (8
digit unlock code).. If Phone says, "Code Accepted" or "Network Unlock Successful" or "Not Yet
Personalized" your. Solution for "Network Unlock Unsuccessful" or "Code Error" or "Service
Provider. . How to Enter Unlock Codes. If you can't remember your security pin you will need to
phone your network provider and. If you recieve an error upon entering a code, do not use all
your attempts entering. I can make Calls and Text but I'm not getting Internet Service..
Blackberry | Blackjack | HP iPaq | HTC & Pantech | LG | Motorola | Nokia | S. Jan 5, 2010 .
SPCK is the Service Provider Unlock Code.. 3- Request to dial in network unlock code will
appear. . How to enter unlock code Samsung i607-BlackJack. If code error appears, power
phone on with no sim card and dial . All modern unlocked GSM phones are compatible with
OneSimCard SIM. The table. May receive "call failed" error before the ring back, please ignore
this message.. Actual SIM card presence in the iPad is not required for OneSim VoIP to be
used.. Internet Data service can't be programmed on some versions of Z10.Jun 9, 2010 . Step
By Step Instructions For Samsung Unlock Code. Power on the phone with a not accepted SIM
card (non-original SIM). How to Enter Unlock Codes on a AT&T/Cingular Samsung Blackjack:.
NOTE: If you are unable to connect to the service provider or unable to make out-going calls or
receive . Amazon.com: Samsung BlackJack Phone (AT&T, Phone Only, No Service):
Electronics.. Motorola MOTOKEY EX117 3-Chip Unlocked GSM Phone with QWERTY
Keypad,. Speaker independent voice activated dialing makes calling your friends,. . Can't enjoy
the music unless you really get a stereo bluetooth headset.Switch ON the phone without a Sim
Card (if this does not work try with a. Solution for "Network Unlock Unsuccessful" or "Code
Error". . NOTE: If you are unable to connect to service provider or unable to make outgoing
calls or receive being locked or not, you need to force the Blackjack to change to GSM mode.
Even if you correctly enter the code, phone will still say "Code Error, Please Wait.. .".. Enter it
and then press jog dial to confirm and your phone is unlocked!. . 3) In the CDMA service edit
screen, delete the number in the first row. . In cases like these, unlocking of the phone by code
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Make sure that you provided correct IMEI number when ordered unlock code. as “SIM Network
Unlock Unsuccessful” or “Code Error”, DON'T WORRY, it is normal and fixable.. Insert a nonsupported SIM card, go to the dial screen as if you are going to. . How to Fix “Return for service
problem” or “Phone Freeze” Errors.Go to the dial screen and dial #0111*UNLOCKCODE# (8
digit unlock code).. If Phone says, "Code Accepted" or "Network Unlock Successful" or "Not Yet
Personalized" your. Solution for "Network Unlock Unsuccessful" or "Code Error" or "Service
Provider. . How to Enter Unlock Codes. If you can't remember your security pin you will need to
phone your network provider and. If you recieve an error upon entering a code, do not use all
your attempts entering. I can make Calls and Text but I'm not getting Internet Service..
Blackberry | Blackjack | HP iPaq | HTC & Pantech | LG | Motorola | Nokia | S. Jan 5, 2010 .
SPCK is the Service Provider Unlock Code.. 3- Request to dial in network unlock code will
appear. . How to enter unlock code Samsung i607-BlackJack. If code error appears, power
phone on with no sim card and dial . All modern unlocked GSM phones are compatible with
OneSimCard SIM. The table. May receive "call failed" error before the ring back, please ignore
this message.. Actual SIM card presence in the iPad is not required for OneSim VoIP to be
used.. Internet Data service can't be programmed on some versions of Z10.Jun 9, 2010 . Step
By Step Instructions For Samsung Unlock Code. Power on the phone with a not accepted SIM
card (non-original SIM). How to Enter Unlock Codes on a AT&T/Cingular Samsung Blackjack:.
NOTE: If you are unable to connect to the service provider or unable to make out-going calls or
receive . Amazon.com: Samsung BlackJack Phone (AT&T, Phone Only, No Service):
Electronics.. Motorola MOTOKEY EX117 3-Chip Unlocked GSM Phone with QWERTY
Keypad,. Speaker independent voice activated dialing makes calling your friends,. . Can't enjoy
the music unless you really get a stereo bluetooth headset.Switch ON the phone without a Sim
Card (if this does not work try with a. Solution for "Network Unlock Unsuccessful" or "Code
Error". . NOTE: If you are unable to connect to service provider or unable to make outgoing
calls or receive being locked or not, you need to force the Blackjack to change to GSM mode.

Even if you correctly enter the code, phone will still say "Code Error, Please Wait.. .".. Enter it
and then press jog dial to confirm and your phone is unlocked!. . 3) In the CDMA service edit
screen, delete the number in the first row. . In cases like these, unlocking of the phone by code
cannot be done, only by machin. Please do not call for support because we do not have the
resources to guide each. Follow the steps below if you experience issues or receive the
following error your phone has already been hardlocked and cannot be unlocked by code.. .. 1Insert original SIM card(original sim card means the same service provider .
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